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We know...It’s Snowing Again...

Exactly!

Grab your Camera.
We need you!!
Remember?
Without fail, we always need more photos for fall and winter, both landscapes and their
inhabitants. It’s the season right now (and often the best time to see signs of wildlife). We are
short on mammals at all times of year. We always need photos of projects, presentations, classes—and field work with smiling naturalists doing cool stuff.
So we’re upping the challenge! Make it a Master Naturalist project to go out, get awestruck, and
shoot a stack of great photos for your calendar.

If it moves, take a picture. If it holds still, take a picture.

If it moves you...you know what to do.

Deadline extended to April 30, 2019!
It’s easy:
1. Read our specifications, page 2. If you need more info, contact us.
2. Going somewhere? Grab your camera!
3. Take pictures, a lot—whether it’s in your back yard, “back 40,” a class or event,
or anywhere you love in Nebraska.
4. Submit your favorite images for the 2020 Nebraska Naturalist calendar!

What we look for
Image qualities
n Compelling, stimulates curiosity, tells a story, surprises
n Good composition, clear subject in sharp focus
n Taken in Nebraska
n Original and real-life
Subjects
n All taxa (plants, animals, fungi, etc.)
n All seasons (spring, summer, fall, and winter)
n All Nebraska ecoregions
n Master Naturalist-related activities and events
Each should include:
n Date and location taken
n Species ID if known, whether plant, animal, invertebrate
n Relevant information or story about the image
n Your name for image credit, and your contact info

To submit your photos:
Send a link to your photos, or email your images
(set at medium size) to Paula Hoppe, at pao.hoppe@gmail.com
Please include image information above.

Extended submission deadline: April 30, 2019!
Questions?
Email Nancy: nlh.nemasternat@gmail.com or
Paula at pao.hoppe@gmail.com (402-647-4705)
Thank you for sharing your talent!
The Nebraska Naturalist Calendar team

Specifications
Photos must conform to these specifications to be considered. Fine
reproduction in print is more demanding than online imaging or
standard printing, and requires high resolution at final printed size.
Before shooting, be sure your resolution is set on “high” or “max.”
Shoot in large JPG file or RAW if available. While not recommended, a well-shot cell phone image may be of acceptable size and
quality for consideration.
Images must be original and not Photoshopped or adjusted
beyond dust removal or minor color correction. We may crop
images for fit with photographer approval.
File Formats
The following file formats will be accepted:
n tiff (.tif)
n high-res .jpg
n RAW
Once downloaded from your camera, don’t resave .jpg files
unless you are consciously saving at original or maximum
resolution. Saving a .jpg compresses the images by removing
information. Files can be saved as .tif, or may be moved, or
copied and pasted, rather than resaved as .jpg.

A final photo may be a section of a larger photo if it is the appropriate resolution. That section has to be 300 dpi.
A lower-resolution original can sometimes be reduced to
print smaller, increasing resolution. A photo that may not work
full-page may make a great intro or sidebar image.

A few notes
Sometimes images are great studies of a species or a habitat,
but may not have the overall look or content that’s right for the
calendar. There are some simple tips that can take an image from
good to great.
When framing your image, look for openness, clarity, simplicity, and visual energy. Give it air around the subject. Look for
contrast and surprise.
Be sure the subject is not behind or crowded by distracting
elements (branches, grasses, etc.). If a small artifact (a branch,
a small shadow, etc.) is present, send it anyway. We will let you
know if correction or cropping is feasible.
Pay attention to the direction of light, so that the most important part of the image is not in shadow (challenging with moving
creatures). Don’t shoot in midday when the sun is high, but wait
for low, softer light early or late in the day. More things happen
at dawn and dusk anyway.
When shooting, take several images to get one in perfect
focus. This can make or break its selection for the calendar.

Resolution
Images should be 300dpi/ppi at the following sizes:
n Main photo: 10” x 14” horizontal (35–60MB original).
n Sidebar photos: 3.5” wide, height 2” or greater.
n Intro page photos: see page one. Sizes vary from 8” 		 Questions on Specs?
Email Nancy at nlh.nemasternat@gmail.com.
square down to 2” x 2.5”

